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SETUP YOUR TUNER

The primary function of the SST tuner is to serve as an always-on tuner con-
nected to the tuner out jack of a volume pedal. The SST can also be used 
in-line for always-on, continuous tuning.  The SST is buffered without bypass.

Once you’ve positioned SST on your Pedaltrain, follow these setup steps:

1. Connect SST to a 9V Power Source (not included). We like Pedaltrain Spark or 
Pedaltrain Volto, but any standard 9V pedal power supply will work.

2. Run 1/4" audio cable from your volume pedal's Tuner Out jack to the SST's Input. 
Tune up and play!

3.3. Alternatively, you can run SST in-line, like you would for any pedal. Connect the 
incoming signal to the Input and then from SST’S Output to the next pedal. If SST is 
in-line, keep in mind some effects placed before the tuner may hinder SST's ability to 
read your signal accurately (pitch, modulation, reverb, etc.).

OPERATION

After completing the steps to setup and connect your tuner, play a single note on your 
guitar or bass and tune it.

The note name closest to the tone being played will be displayed in the SST digital The note name closest to the tone being played will be displayed in the SST digital 
display. Tune your instrument until the green in tune indicator is lit.

The red lights below the green indicate tone is flat and the red lights above the 
indicate tone is sharp.

TIP: we recommend the best practice of tuning up to pitch, rather than down. This 
practice helps make sure your guitar stays in-tune with proper string tension and 
seating in the nut.

CALIBRCALIBRATION

The SST comes ready to tune at the standard pitch of A=440.  To adjust the reference 
pitch, press and hold the reference pitch selector to enter into pitch selection mode.  
Use the reference pitch selector to cycle through A=438 to A=445. The display will 
indicate the last digit in the reference pitch.  8 = 438, 9 = 439, etc.
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